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Bible with Grammar by Gjon Buzuku. Gjon
Buzuku's Missal or Meshari. The book is

named "Meshari" (), which means a sticam
su [Public domain book]. public domain
book. He was also a chorbaji (catholic

priest). He was from the region of Shkodra,
Southern Albania, and is the author of the
first printed book in Albanian, known as
Meshari. Bibliography Pavarotti si të të

Krishtit, Arsye, Tirana, Albania, 1992. The
first known book printed in the Albanian
language was written by Albanian priest
Gjon Buzuku. See also Arabic literature
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is deployed to production. Currently I do
the following (in app.js) if (!self.db) {

self.db = new mysql2.Database('db', { host:
'localhost', port: 3306,
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Arab Republic" in general to the EU
remains strained. However, the EU has
improved its relations with Turkey and the
prospect of a free trade agreement is on the
table. In the meantime, the EU tries to
pressure Russia to respect the rights of the
de facto opposition Syrian Kurdish-
controlled territories in Syria. As Aleppo
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falls to the opposition, the humanitarian
situation grows increasingly dire. UN aid
groups warn that violence against civilians
in the country is increasing. Meanwhile, the
situation in Yemen, Libya, Iraq and
Afghanistan remains unstable. The
relationship between the two countries and
"the Syrian Arab Republic" in general to
the EU remains strained. However, the EU
has improved its relations with Turkey and
the prospect of a free trade agreement is on
the table. In the meantime, the EU tries to
pressure Russia to respect the rights of the
de facto opposition Syrian Kurdish-
controlled territories in Syria. As Aleppo
falls to the opposition, the humanitarian
situation grows increasingly dire. UN aid
groups warn that violence against civilians
in the country is increasing. Meanwhile, the
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situation in Yemen, Libya, Iraq and
Afghanistan remains unstable. Italian:
Meshari Art Published 30 April 2016 In:
Biblioteca Salernitana - Menu: Selezione
dei libri. Menù: Selezione dei Libri
Restituzione: CC-BY-SA-4.0-NoD
L'interesse dell'Unione Europea per lo Stato
siriano è sconosciuto in passato. Quindi, le
relazioni tra l'Unione Europea e la Siria
sono estremamente strane. Tuttavia,
l'Unione Europea ha migliorato le sue
relazioni con la Turchia e si costruisce un
accordo di libero scambio. N 1cb139a0ed
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